Jefferies 2021 Conference & Summit Calendar

China Consumer Access Days *(1x1s only)*
**JANUARY 6-7 • VIRTUAL**

Technology REIT Summit *(1x1s only)*
**JANUARY 7 • VIRTUAL**

Winter Restaurant, Foodservice, Gaming, Lodging & Leisure Summit
**JANUARY 19-20 • VIRTUAL**

China Automotive & Industrial Access Days *(1x1s only)*
**JANUARY 20-21 • VIRTUAL**

Jefferies/Mandiri Cohost Corporate Access Days
**FEBRUARY 1-5 • VIRTUAL**

Electronic Payments Summit
**FEBRUARY 17 • VIRTUAL**

India Housing & Real Estate Summit
**FEBRUARY 22-23 • VIRTUAL**

Paper & Packaging Summit *(1x1s only)*
**MARCH 3 • VIRTUAL**

Consumer IR Summit Spring *(1x1s only)*
**MARCH 4 • VIRTUAL**

Enterprise Communications Summit
**MARCH 10 • VIRTUAL**

Geneva Motor Show Conference
**MARCH 10-11 • VIRTUAL**

Online Education/e-Learning Summit
**MARCH 11 • VIRTUAL**

Plasma Summit
**MARCH 11 • VIRTUAL**

India MidCap Summit
**MARCH 15-16 • VIRTUAL**

Business Services Summit
**MARCH 25 • VIRTUAL**

Equity Linked Conference *(1x1s only)*
**MARCH 25-26 • VIRTUAL**

China Internet Days *(1x1s only)*
**MARCH 29-30 • VIRTUAL**

Pan-European Mid-Cap Conference *(1x1s only)*
**MARCH 30-APRIL 1 • VIRTUAL**

Doctor Summit *(presentations only)*
**APRIL 15-16 • VIRTUAL**

Microbiome-Based Therapeutics Summit
**APRIL 22 • VIRTUAL**

India Wish You Were Listed Summit *(presentations only)*
**APRIL 22-23 • VIRTUAL**

NFTs & Digital Collectibles Summit *(presentations only)*
**APRIL 27 • VIRTUAL**

China Semi & Smartphone Component Days
**MAY 10-11 • VIRTUAL**

Jefferies/Fubon Taiwan Corporate Access Day *(1x1s only)*
**MAY 18 • VIRTUAL**

Structural Winners Conference
**MAY 21 • VIRTUAL**

Asean Corporate Access Days *(1x1s only)*
**MAY 24-25 • VIRTUAL**

Renewable Energy Conference - From Mine to Market
**MAY 25-27 • VIRTUAL**

Consumer & e-Commerce Summit *(presentations only)*
**MAY 25 • VIRTUAL**
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IT Services Summit (*presentations only*)
MAY 25 • VIRTUAL

Social Selling Summit
MAY 26 • VIRTUAL

Japan IT, Internet & Services Summit (*1x1s only*)
MAY 26-28 • VIRTUAL

Business Aviation Summit (*presentations only*)
JUNE 1 • VIRTUAL

Healthcare Conference
JUNE 1-4 • VIRTUAL

Grocery Summit: The Next Frontier in Online Food Delivery
JUNE 10 • VIRTUAL

Mid-Year Macro Outlook Summit
JUNE 10 • VIRTUAL

“Office of the CFO” Software Summit
JUNE 10 • VIRTUAL

India Financials Summit
JUNE 10-11 • VIRTUAL

Metals Summit
JUNE 14 • VIRTUAL

Airlines Summit (*presentations only*)
JUNE 15 • VIRTUAL

Nasdaq Investor Conference in association with Jefferies International
JUNE 15-17 • VIRTUAL

China Semi & Smartphone Component Days
JUNE 16-17 • VIRTUAL

India Industrials Summit
JUNE 16-17 • VIRTUAL

Consumer Conference
JUNE 22-23 • VIRTUAL

Digital Gaming Day @ Consumer Conference
JUNE 24 • VIRTUAL

China Property & Finance Access Days
JUNE 29-30 • VIRTUAL

India Reality Check Summit (*presentations only*)
JULY 13-14 • VIRTUAL

Industrials Conference
AUGUST 3-4 • VIRTUAL

Financial Services IR Summit (*1x1s only*)
AUGUST 12 • VIRTUAL

India IT Services Summit
AUGUST 24-25 • VIRTUAL

Semiconductor, IT Hardware & Communications Infrastructure Summit (*1x1s only*)
AUGUST 31-SEPTEMBER 1 • VIRTUAL

ESG Summit: Net Zero & The Roads Less Traveled
SEPTEMBER 1 • VIRTUAL

Online Meal Kit Summit (*1x1s only*)
SEPTEMBER 7 • VIRTUAL

Asia Forum
SEPTEMBER 8-10 • VIRTUAL

Home Retail Summit
SEPTEMBER 13 • VIRTUAL

Software Conference
SEPTEMBER 14-15 • VIRTUAL

Fitness & Wellness Summit
SEPTEMBER 15 • VIRTUAL
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India IT Summit
SEPTEMBER 15-16 • VIRTUAL

India EV (Electric Vehicle) Summit (presentations only)
SEPTEMBER 15-16 • VIRTUAL

Pet Care Summit
SEPTEMBER 16 • VIRTUAL

Base Metals & Battery Materials Summit
SEPTEMBER 21 • VIRTUAL

Israel Innovation Summit
SEPTEMBER 30 • VIRTUAL

Sustainability Matters Summit: Human Capital in Pharma and Biotech (presentations only)
OCTOBER 4 • VIRTUAL

Private Company Medical Technology Summit
OCTOBER 6 • VIRTUAL

UK Industrials Conference (1x1s only)
OCTOBER 7 • VIRTUAL

Jefferies & Regis Philippines Corporate Access Days
OCTOBER 12-13 • VIRTUAL

Next Generation IBD Therapeutics Summit
OCTOBER 19 • VIRTUAL

China Biotech Summit
OCTOBER 26 • VIRTUAL

Gene Therapy/Editing Summit
OCTOBER 27-28 • VIRTUAL

CIO Team Summit
NOVEMBER 4 • VIRTUAL

Cybersecurity Summit
NOVEMBER 10 • VIRTUAL

Interactive Entertainment Conference
NOVEMBER 12-13 • VIRTUAL

Real Estate Finance & Technology Conference
NOVEMBER 16 • NEW YORK (TBC) / VIRTUAL

West Coast Consumer Conference
NOVEMBER 16-17 • VIRTUAL

London Healthcare Conference
NOVEMBER 16-18 • LONDON (TBC) / VIRTUAL

Global BDC Summit
NOVEMBER 17 • NEW YORK (TBC) / VIRTUAL

Offshore Wind Summit
NOVEMBER 23 • VIRTUAL

Retail & Brands Summit
NOVEMBER 29-30 • NEW YORK (TBC) / VIRTUAL

Public Cloud Summit (presentations only)
NOVEMBER 30 • LAS VEGAS (TBC) / VIRTUAL

Alternative Protein & Related ESG Summit
DECEMBER 1 • VIRTUAL

Sports Betting & iGaming Summit
DECEMBER 1-2 • NEW YORK (TBC) / VIRTUAL

West Coast Business Services Summit
DECEMBER 3 • SAN FRANCISCO / VIRTUAL

Bank Summit (1x1s only)
DECEMBER 6 • NEW YORK (TBC) / VIRTUAL

Consumer Finance Summit (1x1s only)
DECEMBER 9 • NEW YORK (TBC) / VIRTUAL

REIT Conference
DECEMBER 15-16 • MIAMI (TBC) / VIRTUAL

Denver Healthcare Summit
DECEMBER 15-16 • VIRTUAL